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Fissure eruptions are associated with lava fountains which often show complex distinct

venting activity in pulsating form, and the development of characteristic morphological

features such as scoria or spatter cones. Most morphological studies are based on

observations of old structures and are not related to direct observations and systematic

records of vent activity. The 2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption site, Iceland, offered an

exceptional opportunity to study the location and evolution of these cones and their

relationship to venting dynamics in unprecedented detail. Here we analyze records from

lava fountain activity at distinguished vents, captured during the 2014–2015 Holuhraun

eruption, and compare them with the morphology of spatter cones that developed.

We conducted a fieldwork mapping project combining terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)

and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) aerophoto techniques to characterize the cone

morphologies. We recorded videos of the eruption and used edge detection and

particle image velocimetry to estimate venting heights and particle velocities. We find

that the number of active vents producing lava fountains decreases from 57 along

the whole line of fire to 10 lava fountains at distinct vents during the first 5 days of

the eruption. We suggest that this happens by channeling the magma supply in the

subsurface developing conduits. Thereby we see that at the locations where spatter

cone morphology developed, the strongest and the highest lava fountains with high

ejection velocities were recorded on the very first days of the eruption. In addition, the

sites that eventually developed moderate or weak cone morphologies were identified as

less active lava fountain locations during the early stage of the eruption. The comparison

of our topographic datasets shows that the spatter cones remained similar in shape

but increased in size as the eruption progressed. In addition, we suggest that the

observed changes in morphology may have affected lava ponding in the crater, which

in turn strongly influenced the lava fountain heights. Our results improve the general

understanding of landscape evolution in rift zones and demonstrate the close relationship

between cone morphology and lava fountain activity at the onset of an eruption.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Graben morphology, tensile fractures, normal faults, and
magmatic fissures together with aligned cones are common
structural and morphological features of rift zones in Iceland and
elsewhere. Typically, rifting events are associated with lateral dike
intrusions that originate in a central volcano (Rubin, 1990) and
associated eruption locations at fissures (Lipman, 1980; Wright
et al., 2006; Ferguson et al., 2010; Medynski et al., 2016). At these
fissures, a large number of vents may lead to lava fountaining
and are thought to be closely related to the geometry and
pressure fluctuations at the underlying feeder dike (Witt and
Walter, 2017). A lava fountain is a mixture of magmatic gases
and fragmented lava, which erupt vertically from a vent as a jet
(Calvari et al., 2018). A vent is the surface feature from which
the lava fountain occurs (see Figure 1C). The lava fountain is
formed when large amounts of volatiles are rapidly released from
the magma while the magma is ascending and the pressure is
reducing within the conduit (Calvari et al., 2018).

Dike intrusions, eruptions, and associated faulting play an
important role in the development of the geomorphology and
topography of rift zones (Rubin and Pollard, 1988). Although
rift zones are the most common magmatic environment on
Earth, the opportunity to characterize rift-related volcanism is
limited. Beneath normal faulting, magmatic injection plays a
significant role within the rifting process, and the interaction of
these two processes creates the rift morphology (Ferguson et al.,
2010; Medynski et al., 2013). Therefore, magmatic injections
are mainly responsible for rift zone extension, as seen at the
Dabbahu rifting episode, Ethiopia (Wright et al., 2006; Medynski
et al., 2016). Seismic and geodetic data available in Iceland
indicate that the feeder dikes are commonly < 10m thick, a few
kilometers high, and may propagate along a rift for several tens
of kilometers (Rubin, 1995). As most of these sheet intrusions
become stuck beneath the surface, periods of volcanic unrest
with sheet injections are more frequent than volcanic eruptions
(Gudmundsson and Brenner, 2005). Similar recent examples
occurred at Kilauea volcano (Lundgren et al., 2013), Fogo volcano
(Bagnardi et al., 2016), Tolbachik (Lundgren et al., 2015) and
Iceland (Sigmundsson et al., 2015). Dike intrusions along a rift
zone are associated with subsidence of the central volcano, the
establishment of harmonic tremor, and downrift migration of
a swarm of earthquakes at rates of a few tens of centimeters
per second, reflecting the migration of the magma-filled crack-
tip (Rubin and Pollard, 1988; Gudmundsson et al., 2016). At
the surface, the areas above erupting dikes develop volcanic
landscapes with complex interfingering lava flows, scoria and
spatter cones and fracture networks (Walker and Sigurdsson,
2000).

However, the link between the feeder dike and the surface
activity is often unclear, and the eruption dynamics may be
associated with segmented elongated fissures or more isolated
conduits. While geodetic data commonly suggest an extensive
dike with a rather uniform opening at depth (the upper edge
often at 1–3 km depth beneath the surface; Lundgren et al.,
2013), eruption at the surface occurs at aligned vents or even
isolated vents (Wylie et al., 1999a; Witt and Walter, 2017).

FIGURE 1 | Definition of fissure, cone and vent. (A) Elongated fissure divided

into three segments. The fissure is the whole eruption site, and segments are

parts of the fissure which are separated by small inactive areas. (B) The

erupted material from the volcanic eruptions sculps several cones

(triangle-shaped hills) or ramparts. These cones hosted craters, vents, and

lava fountains. (C) Crater area with lava pond and vents. Each lava fountain

occurs at an own vent (here labeled vent #1 and #2), while the crater can host

several vents.

Gradual development may occur from the fissure to venting
activity, which has been previously explained by the flow of
hot magma through a crack-like fissure, leading to focused
activity at only a few vents (Wylie et al., 1999a). Therefore, a
high magma supply benefits the opening of single large vents
within a cinder cone, while gradual changes in the eruption
style (e.g., from lava fountains to mild Strombolian explosions)
are determined by changes in the shallow dike feeding system
(Spampinato et al., 2008). Our observations during the 2014
Holuhraun eruption further highlight the complex relationship
between focused flow through dikes, morphology development,
and dynamics of the vents of an eruptive fissure. The aim of this
study is to understand the relationship between the height of lava
fountains and cinder cone growth by comparing lava fountain
activity with the morphology evolution of the corresponding
cones. As our data from Iceland reveal, focused regions develop
within the first days of an eruption, and the growing spatter cone
is able to modulate the height and dynamics of the lava fountain.

1.1. Fissure Morphology, Different Vent
Types and Their Controls
A rifting event is characterized by eruptive fissures at the
surface, often in segmented and discontinuous alignment, with
some fissures having an en-echelon array. Such irregularities
may arise from reactivation of preexisting structures and stress
field complexities (Parcheta et al., 2015). The dikes feeding the
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fissure can be divided into three types depending on the present
volcano topography, tectonic setting and mean composition of
the magma. These factors can also lead to the reorientation
of the dike in the upper thickness of the dike (Acocella and
Neri, 2009). The taller the volcano is, the longer the dikes with
radial orientations (Acocella and Neri, 2009). Whether the dikes
reach the surface and produce a fissure eruption depends mainly
on the stress field in the volcano region (Gudmundsson and
Brenner, 2005). Individual fissures may be hundreds of meters
long, and host tens to hundreds of vents (see Figure 1). The
fissure geometry strongly depends on preexisting structures, as
evident for the 1969 Mount Ulu eruption of Kilauea, where
fissure irregularities arise from weak zones at preexisting cooling
joints (Parcheta et al., 2015). A further localization of the eruption
activity and an increase in lava fountain height were interpreted
as increase in the exit velocity at the surface due to cooling
(Parcheta et al., 2015), solidification of some segments and
thermal erosion in other segments of the dike, and/or varying
eruption rates and volatile exsolution (Bruce and Huppert,
1990; Ida, 1996; Wylie et al., 1999b; Parcheta et al., 2015).
Eruptions change the topography of the area and develop rifts
and aligned fractures and cones (Müller et al., 2017). The link
between fissure eruption and topography may even occur in two
ways, as changing morphology may affect the dike geometry
(Maccaferri et al., 2017) and type of eruption and change the
direction of lava flows and tephra (Head III and Wilson, 1989;
Rowland and Walker, 1990). Cones are normally classified based
on stratigraphic and morphological data (e.g., Corazzato and
Tibaldi, 2006; Dóniz-Páez, 2015) and described by parameters
such as size, shape, slope, orientation and crater number and
size (e.g., Grosse et al., 2009). The morphology of cones and
craters along a fissure is strongly linked to the nature of the
basaltic explosive eruption, forming cinder cones and spatter
cones that often host lava ponds in their central crater and feed
extensive lava flows (see Figure 1; Fedotov, 1981; Wolfe et al.,
1987; Head III and Wilson, 1989; Valentine and Gregg, 2008;
Parcheta et al., 2013; Thordarson et al., 2015; Gudmundsson et al.,
2016). The cone parameters depend on the output rate, eruption
volume, and fountain height, width, and clast size distribution,
as well as instabilities within the summit region (Head III and
Wilson, 1989; Calvari and Pinkerton, 2004; Behncke et al., 2014).

A decrease in the fountain height can result in a transition
from a scoria to spatter cone. The spatter cones are then nested
within the scoria cone and they predominantly develop by low
lava fountain fallout, coalescence, and spatter flow, while scoria
cones are dominated by agglutinated and coalesced deposits
(Reynolds et al., 2016). The shape of the cones can be influenced
by the wind strength and direction (Reynolds et al., 2016),
structural setting, and local topography (Corazzato and Tibaldi,
2006), as well as, lava outflows which can lead to higher erosion
at a portion of the cone (Calvari and Pinkerton, 2004).

The type and internal structure of the cones are also
determined by the eruption duration, fountain height, magma
flux, water content and variations in these factors (Carey and
Sparks, 1986; Houghton and Schmincke, 1989; Parfitt and
Wilson, 1994; Sumner, 1998; Houghton and Gonnermann, 2008;
Riggs and Duffield, 2008; Németh, 2010; Németh et al., 2011).
However, the evolution of cone morphology has rarely been

addressed and with limited details (Thordarson and Self, 1998;
Reynolds et al., 2016) due to difficult access of the data. Systematic
measurements of lava fountain activity during eruption and
changes in morphology may be linked to provide novel insights
into the physical processes during eruption dynamics. To this
aim, the parameters characterizing the morphology of the cones
can be extracted from digital elevation models (DEMs). Aerial
photos taken by camera drones allow the generation of high
resolution DEMs (Westoby et al., 2012; Amici et al., 2013a;
Mancini et al., 2013; Nakano et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2017) and
can be used for poorly accessible volcanic terrain, such as lava
flows (e.g., Favalli et al., 2010), volcanic domes (e.g., Darmawan
et al., 2018) and large cone areas (Corazzato and Tibaldi, 2006;
Dóniz-Páez, 2015).

To study the link between morphology and the eruption
dynamics, we analyze the fountain behavior during the initial
phase and model the lava fountain heights of the Holuhraun
eruption (Iceland). In the following sections, we first describe
the overall eruption episode and the methods used. Then, in
section 4, the changes in the cinder cone morphology, analysis
of the fountaining behavior, combination of the morphology
and fountain height, and activity of the fountains are presented.
Lastly, we model the fountain height to study the influence of (i)
a lava pond within the crater and (ii) the conduit radius on the
height.

1.2. Focused Venting
Eyewitness accounts report that shortly after the onset of eruptive
activity, fountain activity was focused at a few distinct vents
that shaped the eruption site, with the formation of a cone
morphology (Delaney and Pollard, 1982; Bruce and Huppert,
1989, 1990; Wylie et al., 1999a). The processes driving magma
from a planar dike to feed surface eruptions at a few localized
vents have long been a subject of debate. The focused flow was
thought to occur as a feedback effect of the rate of solidification
(McBirney and Murase, 1984) based on thermomechanical
erosion and magma cooling (Bruce and Huppert, 1990), and/or
be associated with solidification and changes in magma viscosity
(Wylie et al., 1999b). In some areas, the cooling from the
surrounding bedrock is higher than the heat flux from the
magma. Therefore, the vents may be blocked by solidified
magma, and thus, the fountain activity at this vent ends. At vents
with high heat flux due to large vent diameters, magma may be
able to erode and melt the surrounding bedrock, causing the
conduit to widen until an equilibrium is reached (Bruce and
Huppert, 1989, 1990). Extending earlier studies by Delaney and
Pollard (1982), Bruce andHuppert (1990), Lister andKerr (1991),
andWylie et al. (1999a) demonstrated that both solidification and
viscosity variations play a major role in the localization of flow in
the fissure.

Tremor source location at Holuhraun, 2014, shows that
long period earthquakes concentrate beneath the localized vents
by day 2 from the start of the eruption (Eibl et al., 2017),
demonstrating that focused venting occurs early. The time from
the opening of a fissure to focused venting varies from a few hours
(e.g., 1959 Kilauea eruption with 2 h - Richter et al., 1970) to
several days (e.g., a few days at Krafla between 1974 and 1984
- Björnsson et al., 1979). Localized vents may rapidly build up
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characteristic cones, which are aligned in rows along the dike
path and associated with Strombolian and Hawaiian eruptions
(Németh et al., 2011).

Previous descriptions of focused venting along fissures and
the formation of eruptive cones were mainly based on before-
after eruption comparisons or sparse eyewitness observations.
To monitor eruption sites and venting activity at high spatial
and temporal resolution, video monitoring and computer vision
tools (i.e., quantitative video analysis tools) are essential. Volcano
monitoring has been achieved with thermal cameras (e.g., James
et al., 2006; Patrick et al., 2007; Stevenson andVarley, 2008), high-
speed cameras (e.g., Taddeucci et al., 2012b), and time-lapse
cameras (Walter, 2011; Salzer et al., 2016). These observations
have been made from safe distances at various types of volcanoes,
such as at Etna, Italy (e.g., Behncke et al., 2006; Scollo et al.,
2014), Stromboli, Italy (e.g., Andronico et al., 2013), Mount
Saint Helens, USA (Major et al., 2009), and Kilauea, Hawai’i (e.g.,
Patrick et al., 2010). From these observations, the parameters of
the fissure eruption, such as height, width, area, and perimeter
(Behncke et al., 2006; Witt and Walter, 2017) can be determined.
The dependency of fountain height on magma level fluctuation,
vesicularity of the magma, backfilling and rheological changes
can be inferred (Patrick et al., 2007; Parcheta et al., 2013). Here
we use video records from the Holuhraun fissure eruption, to
investigate focused venting with unprecedented detail.

2. STUDY AREA

Iceland is located on the boundary between the North American
and Eurasian plates. These plates diverge from each other by
18.5mm/year (Árnadóttir et al., 2008) in the N104◦E direction
(DeMets et al., 2010). Two characteristic transform fault zones
are developed, defining the Eastern and the Northern Volcanic
Zones, which are associated with several central volcanoes and
attached fissure swarms (Thordarson and Larsen, 2007). During
rifting events, the fissure swarms are fed by dikes that drive
magma laterally away from the central volcanoes (e.g., Acocella
and Trippanera, 2016; Medynski et al., 2016). These dikes
generate large deformation and normal faulting, such as during
the 2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption (Sigmundsson et al., 2015;
Ruch et al., 2016).

BárDarbunga (see the red triangles in Figure 2a) is one of
these central volcanoes and hosts the plumbing system associated
with the most recent rifting event in Iceland. BárDarbunga is
located beneath the Vatnajökull ice cap (see the light gray area
in Figure 2a) and has a 7× 10 km wide and 700m deep caldera
(Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir, 2007) that subsided in the
course of the 2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption (Gudmundsson
et al., 2016). The BárDarbunga fissure swarms are directed
to the north and north-east (see Figure 2, new fissures in
orange) and form an approximately 150 km long volcanic system,
possibly intersecting with the Askja fissure swarms (Björnsson
and Einarsson, 1990).

The Holuhraun eruption, northeast of BárDarbunga, is the
largest eruption in Iceland by volume since the Laki eruption
(1783–1784). On Aug 16, 2014, an intense seismic swarm started

FIGURE 2 | Area of the 2014–2015 Holuhraun fissure eruption. (a) Map of

Iceland with the study area highlighted by a white dot. The main rift zones of

Iceland are shown in dark gray. The central volcano BarDarbunga, which is the

origin of the feeder dike (orange line), is shown as a gray triangle and is located

within the glacier Vatnajökull (light gray area). (b) Southern part of the

Holuhraun eruption site, with the area covered by UAV data colored. The color

indicates the topographic height of each data point. TLS data were obtained

from two positions given by a star, and camera data were recorded from

different locations (triangles). The data collection date of each site is also

displayed next to the red triangle. (c) A closer look at the Baugur and SuDri

cones with the outlines of the lava field on Sept 1–3. A-A’ and B-B’ indicate

the profile lines for the morphologies of the cones shown in Figure 7.

at BárDarbunga caldera at 3:00UTC, occurring in several clusters
(Sigmundsson et al., 2015). Seismicity migrated northward for
41 km, located at a depth of 6 to 10 km, and stopped migrating
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within 2 weeks on Aug 27 (Sigmundsson et al., 2015; Ágústsdóttir
et al., 2016). During this period, a graben structure and multiple
fractures formed at the surface above the dike (Hjartardóttir et al.,
2016; Ruch et al., 2016; Müller et al., 2017). On Aug 29, 2014,
the first eruption, lasting for approximately 4 h, started at a
600m long fissure, at the same location where the Holuhraun
lava field formed in 1797/1798 (see Figure 2; Gudmundsson
et al., 2016). The connection between the diffused seismicity at
6–10 km depth, and the eruption locations at the surface was
imaged using seismic array methods, which detected and located
events clustering under the eruption vents (Eibl et al., 2017;
Caudron et al., 2018), possibly representing conduits connecting
a deeper dike to the surface vents (Eibl et al., 2017). The tremor
and microseismicity at the dike remained high during dike
propagation and eruption (Ágústsdóttir et al., 2016). On Aug 31,
a second fissure eruption started at an ~ 1.5 km long fissure at
the same location as the first eruption (Sigmundsson et al., 2015).
This second eruption was associated with spatter-dominated
scoria cone formation. The activity was characterized by large
fountains that increased in mean lava fountain heights from 47
to 126m during the first 4 days (Eibl et al., 2017). The fountains
became progressively focused at several vents in the following
days. Therefore, the fountains at the largest cone (Baugur, see
Figure 2b) show heights up to 130m, while other cones hosted
fountains with heights of ~ 100m (Eibl et al., 2017) and lava
ponds in their center (Ruch et al., 2016). While the eruption
initially occurred at many vents, only a few vents remained after
the first few days. From south to north, the vents were named
SuDri, Krakki, Baugur, Heimasætan, and NorDri, where Krakki
and Heimasætan were formed later during the eruption and
ended earlier (see Figure 3) than the main cones listed above.
These main cones have reached heights between 40m (SuDri)
and approximately 100m (Baugur), with the latter cones being
the main source of the lava field (Müller et al., 2017; Pedersen
et al., 2017). The different cones may contain multiple vents (see
SuDri cone in Figure 2c). While satellite radar data have allowed
studying the general morphology of the lava field (Dirscherl,
2016; Pedersen et al., 2017), small-scale features such as cones and
craters have not been described in detail.

Sigmundsson et al. (2015) analyzed the deformation rate
associated with the BarDarbunga central volcano and dike
opening, and compare this geodetic signal to the eruption volume
at the Holuhraun fissures. Therefore they were able to constrain
and compare the inflow of magma into the dike and the eruption
volume. After Sept 4, 2014, the inflow of magma into the dike was
approximately equal to the magma outflow feeding the eruption
(Sigmundsson et al., 2015). This time (Sept 4) represents the end
of the initial phase of the eruption, while the eruption continued
for ~ 6 months and ended on Feb 27, 2015. The eruption after the
initial phase is characterized by fountaining activity restricted to
the main cones. The total volume of the identified intruded and
erupted magma was 1.9± 0.3 km3 (Gudmundsson et al., 2016).

The 2014/2015 Holuhraun eruption was located at a similar
place as the 1797/1798 eruption, in which the lava erupted from
a 2 km long fissure about 15 km south of Askja (Hartley and
Thordarson, 2013). Themain eruption in 1797/1798 occurs in the
winter season forming 19 cones in a line with an azimuth of N14◦.

Based on the geochemical analyses of the lava flows they could be
assigned to the BarDarbunga volcano (Hartley and Thordarson,
2013).

3. DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS

3.1. Collected Data
To investigate the relation between fountaining and vent
morphology, we analyze the video data that we acquired during
the first days of the 2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption.We compare
the video data to a variety of available digital elevation models
(DEMs). In the following section, we first describe the data and
then the analysis methods. The timing and specifications of the
data are provided in Table 1.

The morphological study comparing DEMs acquired before
and after the eruption is based on (i) satellite imagery and results
from the TanDEM-X and WorldView-2 satellite missions and
(ii) field data attained at key locations by camera drones and
terrestrial laser scanning (TLS). A detailed description of the
TanDEM-X data can be found in Floricioiu et al. (2015) and
Rossi et al. (2016), and of our field data in Müller et al. (2017),
respectively.

On Aug 14 and 15, 2015, we collected approximately 2000
close-range aerial photographs of the area around the southern
vents and Baugur, covering an area of 1.07 km2 (see the colored
areas in Figure 2b). Additional information on the unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) used can be found in Table 2. During the
same field campaign, we collected a TLS dataset covering ~ 6 km2,
scanned from two elevated locations (see the stars near Baugur
and SuDri in Figure 2b). While the drone data are mostly shadow
free and allow, based on the high resolution, detailed structural
and morphological analyses, the quality of the resulting mosaic
and DEMs is strongly dependent on sufficient georeferencing
(Müller et al., 2017). We therefore, performed georeferencing
and distortion correction by point matching (tie point matching
andmultistation adjustment) of the Structure fromMotion (SfM)
data toward the TLS point cloud and yielded a high-quality
dataset. Details of these datasets, their acquisition resolution, and
the DEM processing can be found in Müller et al. (2017). In
contrast to our paper, where the eruption area is studied, Müller
et al. (2017) analyze the graben structure above the dike.

The cone morphology is compared to the fountaining
dynamics. Fountaining was recorded by video cameras for the
initial eruption phase (first 4 days). We used several video
cameras and were hence able to record fountaining dynamics
from different locations between Aug 30 and Sept 5, 2014. Due to
the wind direction, haze and advancing lava flows, the locations
of the cameras had to be adjusted regularly. The best locations
(except the first day of the eruption) were on the northwest side
of the fissure (see Figure 2). The cameras were mounted on stable
tripods so that shaking artifacts were minimized. The distances
between lava fountains and cameras were between 0.5 and 2 km
with a Field of View (FOV) from 140× 80m to 320× 180m.
The length of the videos varied from several minutes to 2 h.
The two different camera types used were consumer cameras
(JVC GC-PX10 and Nikon D5100), which were set to record with
a frequency of 50 frames/second and 25 frames/s, respectively.
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FIGURE 3 | Evolution of the eruption. Examples from optical images for the first 5 days of the eruption. (a) In the beginning, we observed several cones that were

hard to separate and, therefore, were interpreted as a line of erupting vents of an eruption segment. (b) On the second day, the number of vents decreased, but the

fountain heights increased. (c–e) After Sept 2, the vents in SuDri and Baugur emerged and remained fixed in their location until the end of activity (here, the location

seems to change due to the change in camera position, see Figure 2c for comparison; north is on the left and south on the right).

Both camera types were set to a resolution of 1,920× 1,080 pixels.
The timing of the video images was recorded by an internal
intervalometer and synchronized with a computer.

3.2. Analytic Methods
3.2.1. Morphology Generation and Difference
To generate a three-dimensional structure from the UAV
photographs, we used the SfM approach (Westoby et al.,
2012; Carrivick et al., 2016) using the commercial software

package Agisoft PhotoScan Professional (version 1.2.6). After
initial quality control, we generated a sparse and dense point
cloud from the photographs covering the cones and craters
of Holuhraun. The dense point cloud contained approximately
320 million points, only loosely placed in reference. The
point cloud was then merged with a referenced TLS point
cloud. The details of data processing are described by Müller
et al. (2017), who used enlarged aerial and TLS data for
analyzing the graben formation in the Holuhraun area, while
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TABLE 1 | Summary of different data sets used to analyse the fountaining behavior and morphology.

Date (Time) Date technique Instrument Technical details

21/11/2011 & 09/09/2014 Satellite Terra SAR-X 12m resolution

12/06/2014 & 25/09/2015 Satellite World View-2 ~0.6m resolution

off nadir angle: 12.4◦ & 16.8◦

31/08 – 05/09/2014 Camera JVC camera & 0.1 – 0.25m/pixels

Nikon D5000

13 – 16/08/2015 Laser Riegl VZ-6000 scanner Up to 6 km,

(near infra-red) 0.0005◦ angle resolution

pulsating rate: 30 – 300 kHz

FOV: horizontal 360◦

FOV: vertical -30◦ - 30◦

14 – 15/08/2015 Drone SfM 12MPixel GoPro 0.067 – 0.19m resolution

Hero 3+ camera

TABLE 2 | Summary of different data sets used to analyse the fountaining behavior and morphology.

UAV Weather conditions at surveillance Flying speed →

temporal resolution of camera

DJI Phantom 2 drone Calm weather conditions 5m/s → 1 frame/s

Helium-filled helikite Calm & windy weather with < 1m/s → 0.2 frame/s

wind speed up to 35 km/h

our focus here is on the area of the eruptive vents and
cones.

TLS is achieved by a ground-based Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) instrument, where the time delay between
emitted laser pulses and its echo reception is measured
(Fornaciai et al., 2010; Richter et al., 2016). By selecting
different viewpoints and merging the data, we could increase
the density of the scans in the far field and reduce shadowing
problems (Müller et al., 2017). Therefore, we chose two
different scan positions with overlap between the different scans
and merged them with point cloud matching techniques as
available in the Riscan Pro Software package. This method
has the advantage of not needing to place ground control
points (GCPs) on the difficult terrain of fresh, sharp lava flow
surfaces.

The merged point cloud provides us with a very high-
resolution posteruption topography database with a resampled
resolution of 0.067m, slope maps, and aerophoto mosaics that
allow morphological analysis of the cones. The high-resolution
data are acquired and analyzed for the SuDri and Baugur cones
because we also acquired video data at these cones during the
eruption.

We display the development of the morphology on one two-
dimensional profile with different orientations (see Figure 2,
Figure 4). This reprojection on AA’ and BB’ profiles (see
Figure 2c) was chosen to compare the morphology to the video
observations that were taken from the given camera position.
The initial morphology from the videos was extracted as the
outline of the vents from camera records and overview images,
which were recorded from similar angles. Due to small changes
in the recording position (see Figure 2), we corrected the cone

outline to a common viewing point and spatial resolution.
Therefore, the studied initial morphology is limited to a N-
S profile and can be compared to the final morphology by
choosing the same profile orientation. Furthermore, we can
observe the changes in morphology during the first several
days. The results are displayed in ArcMap and ArcScene using
ArcGIS.

The cone morphology is described by the basal cone diameter
(2r), the cone height relative to the lowest topography (h), and
the top cone diameter (2t; see Figure 4), as described by (Bemis
et al., 2011). Furthermore, we calculated (after Favalli et al.,
2009) the flatness f = t/r and the height-to-radius-ratio h/r by
using:

angle of slope kkkk6 slope = arctan
h

r − t
= arctan

h/r

1− f
(1)

Volume hkjhkjhkkkk V = 1/3 · π(h)(r2 + r · t + t2) (2)

Therefore, both the height-to-radius-ratio and the angle of
the slope are characteristics of the constituent tephra. Due to
posteruption colluvial fills and erosion, the height-to-radius-ratio
decreases (Porter, 1972), which is why the morphology needs to
be measured during and immediately after an eruption. Thus,
the height is given with respect to the surrounding lava field,
which is at an elevation of approximately 835 m. Morphologic
asymmetry can be caused by persistent wind action, which leads
to a locally higher deposition (Porter, 1972). Previous studies
(Smith and Cann, 1992; Bemis, 1995; Bemis et al., 2011) have
shown that three parameters are needed to describe the overall
variance in the cone morphology: the height-to-radius ratio
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FIGURE 4 | Methods. (A) Method for calculating the fountain height by edge detection (in cyan) on two example frames of the lava fountains at Baugur on Sept 1 and

2. After manual masking (box around fountain) the heights are extracted by the difference between the baseline and the highest fountain particles. (B) Measurement of

the morphological scales of cones shown in a photo from the side and from above. For elongated cones (e.g., Baugur), the top and basal diameters depend on the

chosen profile. The height is a relative measure between the base and the top of a cone.

h/r, the flatness f , and a parameter to measure the size, such
as height, top or basal radius or volume (Bemis, 1995). We
therefore measured the diameters (top and base), height and
slope angle. Based on the ratio of the minimum and maximum
basal diameter, the cones (see Figure 4B) are separated into
categories of circular (ratio of 1), subelliptical (ratio between 1
and 1.5), elliptical (ratio between 1.5 and 2), elliptical elongated
(ratio between 2 and 2.5) and superelliptical (ratio > 2.5)
(Dóniz-Páez, 2015).

3.2.2. Fountain Dynamics by Video Analysis
Investigation of the fountain dynamics is based on videos
taken at the beginning of the main eruption from Aug 31
to Sept 5. The FOV of all video data covers the entire
region between the two main cones, SuDri and Baugur.
Each video shows several fountains occurring at the different
vents.

To reduce perspective distortions in the videos, we
attempted to record perpendicular to the fissure azimuth.
First, we identify the fountains by eye. We assume that
the width of the fountains is equal to the vent diameter.

If the fountains overlap with each other, we assumed
a larger vent diameter (sum of both), i.d. a maximum
estimate of the vent diameter. Regions where activity stops
are counted as “inactive” vents, and the vent diameter is
zero.

To calculate the height of the lava fountains, we first
convert each frame of a video into an 8-bit image based on
the red channel of the camera. The red channel was found
to be advantageous for this particular case of fountaining
to distinguish between lava, clouds and steam (cf., Witt
and Walter, 2017). Using a Sobel edge detection algorithm
(Jin-Yu et al., 2009), we calculate the edges of the erupted
lava fountain of each vent. All areas that are surrounded
by strong edges are labeled by the regionprops algorithm of
MATLAB, whichmeasures the properties of an image region. The
difference between the lowest pixel of all areas of one fountain
and the highest pixel of the same fountain is the calculated
height.

From the pixel domain, we convert the results to
meters. The videos are scaled by factor r [cm/pixels]
calculated by considering the distance between the cones
and camera d [cm], the sensor size of camera B [mm], the
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pixel resolution of image p [pixel] and the used focal lens
f [mm] by

r = d ·
B

f · p
(3)

The heterogeneous scaling arising from the different distances
of the regions imaged by pixels and their positions relative
to the cameras was neglected. Additionally, distortions arising
from atmospheric disturbances close to hot lava flows or from
the camera lens were not corrected. However, we validated the
general scaling results by the analysis of falling particles assuming
frictionless conditions, as performed in other previous studies
(e.g., Voight et al., 1983; Taddeucci et al., 2012a;Witt andWalter,
2017). Due to different focal lenses and distances to the vents, the
scaling factor has to be calculated for each video separately, and
the minimum size of detectable particles varied for every video.
To compare the different heights, we calculated heights of only
particles larger than 20 cm, which is the smallest particle that
can be clearly detected in every video. For the width, the outline
is calculated in the same way. Subsequently, the width of the
fountains has to be picked manually (Figure 4B), and has to be
checked carefully due to overlap of the aligned fountains.

4. RESULTS

4.1. General Overview
The main 2014–2015 Holuhraun fissure eruption began on Aug
31, 2014, and started as a long fissure (see Figure 3A) with an
azimuth angle of N12◦E. The length of the fissure is marked by
near continuous fountaining activity, which is more than 1.9 km
in length. The video records clearly show pulses at 57 fountains
aligned along the fissure. In the north (later location of NorDri),
the video records show that the fountains are slightly lower and
more separated than in the south (later location of SuDri and
Baugur). The highest and most powerful fountains are seen at
the locations where the Baugur cone formed in the following days
(see Figures 3A,B).

On the second day, the activity started to concentrate at
fewer distinct locations (see Figure 3b), while the fountain height
increased. The main activity had already concentrated at SuDri
and Baugur on day 1 (see Figure 3c). This trend of activity
concentration continued in the following days (see Figures 3d,e),
gradually changing the morphology of the fissure from spatter
ramparts along the active vents to cinder cones with few vents
inside them. The fountains increased in height at Baugur between
days 3 and 4 (Sept 2 and 3). At SuDri, in turn, fountain heights
were stable.

The change from an almost continuous line of fountains
to fewer distinct vents consists of 3 phases that blend into
each other. (i) The first phase started on Aug 31 at 4:00UTC
and lasted for 22±4 h until Sept 1 at 2:00 UTC. This phase
consisted of a nearly continuous line of fountains with a length of
approximately 2 km. During that time, we identified 57 fountains
(see Figure 3a, Figure 5A). The number of fountains decreases
quickly, with this trend being fastest in the northernmost part
of the fissure (see Figure 5B, blue line and Figure 3c). (ii) The

second phase started on Sept 1 at 2:00± 4:00UTC and had a
duration of 73± 7 h until Sept 4 at 3:00± 3:00UTC. This phase
started with nearly continuous activity from 19 fountains for 1
day, and it is characterized by a zone with almost no activity
between fewer large spatter cones in the north (later called
NorDri) and the cones further to the south (see Figure 5B, red
line). During this phase, the activity at the southern part was
also focused at some larger vents (later called Baugur and SuDri).
(iii) The third phase started on Sept 4, and all the activity was
concentrated at three main spatter cones (i.e., at NorDri, Baugur,
and SuDri) and some smaller unnamed vents (see Figure 5a,
green line and Figure 3) with a total of 10 lava fountains. On the
last day of our fieldwork (Sept 5), two fountains were observed
at SuDri, one at each vent. One fountain occurred at the later
location of Heimasætan, four fountains at Baugur, and three
fountains at NorDri. The decrease in the fountain number seems
larger at the beginning of each phase (see Figure 5a).

4.2. Morphology of the Cones
The preexisting morphology, as measured from satellite data,
allows the manual identification of 19 cones or remnants thereof
oriented along a line with an azimuth of N14◦. The 19 cones
were made up of eleven small cones (see Figure 6a, cones 4, 5,
9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19) and eight large cones. Four
of these large cones were well expressed and circular in outline
(cones 3, 7, 8, and 13), with radii of 30m (cone 8), 40m (cone 13)
and 50m (cone 3 and 7). Cone 1 and cone 2 were partially
overlapping at an azimuth angle of N116◦, and thus, they were
almost perpendicular to the overall cone trend of N14◦. Cone 1,
with dimensions of 115× 85m, was larger than cone 2, with
dimensions of 70× 60m. Cone 6 was elongated N12◦ and had
dimensions of 50× 85m. Cone 11 also had a similar long-axis
azimuth angle (N10◦) and dimensions of 40× 25m.

The 2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption caused significant
changes in the preexisting cone morphologies of the 1797/1798
eruption that are observed in video and photogrammetric data,
discussed in the following in more detail. The cones of the
2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption form a line with an azimuth
angle of N12◦. In the following section, we detail the changes in
morphology from SW to NE in accordance with the FOV of the
video cameras. The height of the cone morphology is calculated
as the difference between the lowest topography and the highest
rim of the cone (see Figure 4B).

SuDri: SuDri shows two distinct vents aligned N57◦, differing
from the general trend of the fissure eruption (N12◦). Comparing
the preeruption morphology (see Figure 6b1, cones 3 & 4) and
the posteruption morphology (see Figure 6b2), we can observe
that the orientation of cones 3 & 4 is the same as that of the two
vents (see the gray lines in Figures 6b1,b2). The orientation is
calculated by the azimuth of the connecting line of the center
points of each vent. During the first day of the eruption (Aug
31, 2014), the different vents were not yet formed. The fissure
morphology was nearly constant, and no large morphological
variations were observed at this eruption site. On Sept 1, the
cone morphology started to grow, as evidenced by the outline
in the video data (see Figure 7). The highest rims of the SuDri
cone were in the northeast, 14.3± 0.1m, and in the southwest,
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FIGURE 5 | Numbers of fountains. (A) Number of active fountains during the first few days of the 2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption. The different phases of the first 5

days of eruption are color coded in gray from light (Phase 1) to dark (Phase 3). The number of fountains for each segment is obtained from overview images. The

segments are color coded with blue for NorDri, red for the transition zone in the northern part, yellow for Baugur, green for the transition zone in the southern part, and

brown for SuDri. The position of the different segments is shown to the right. (B) Vent distribution during the 3 different phases observed during the first days of the

eruption in the overview images, as shown in Figure 3. The width of the different lines shows the diameter of the vent at that position. We assumed that the width of

each fountain is equal to the diameter of the vent. Areas with no vents are defined as inactive. The segments are indicated by colored lines below the profiles. The

decrease in the number of active vents is clearly seen. From Phase 1 to Phase 2, a decrease in the northern transition segment (red) can be observed. Between

Phase 2 and Phase 3, a decrease in lava fountains occurs in the southern transition segment (green). Furthermore, the local distribution shows that the decrease in

activity of lava fountains starts from the north and propagates to the south.

13.2± 0.9m. During the next several days (Sept 2 to 4), the vents
grew in height and width (see Table 3). At both vents, the rims
were lower in the northwest (toward the camera position: see
the dashed line in Figure 7) than in the southeast. The northeast
slope was nearly constant at an angle of 57.4± 0.9◦, whereas the
slope in the southwest became steeper (58.2± 1.5◦) (see Table 4).
The southwestern vent grew faster than the northeastern vent.
The depression between the vents was filled with eruptedmaterial
from the fountains, establishing a shared crater rim. Therefore,
the distance between the two vents decreased in length from
15.6m to 7.1m on Sept 4 (day 5 of the eruption). As the vents
grew faster than the refilled depression, the vent height increased
to 6.3± 1.0m, even though the lower edge of the depression was
higher (see Table 4 and Figure 7).

Furthermore, an outflow of the southwest vent to the north-
northwest can be observed starting on the evening of Sept 2 (day 3
of the eruption). The rim at the outflow is 16.9m high, which is
approximately 1m lower than the rest of the cone rim. The next
day, the difference between the outflow and the rim increased by
up to 3m.

The final morphologies of both SuDri vents as measured by
UAV data are similar (see Figure 6). The cone rim is high in the
southeastern part and decreases to the northwest. The depression
is located to the southwest, and it is shifted closer to the cone wall
between the two vents. The southwestern vent has an outflow in
the northwest, resulting in a low cone rim height of 19.1m. The

mean slope of the flanks is high, 77.5± 4.0◦, whereas we observe a
lower slope at the southwestern flank. Both craters are symmetric
and subelliptical (i.e., the min-to-max ratio of the basal diameter
is 1.5) in map view, while the whole SuDri is an asymmetric,
multiple superimposed cone.

In summary, by comparing the final topography with the
initial eruption phase of SuDri, we can conclude that the main
morphological features are established at the early stage of the
eruption. The preferred outflow location at the southernmost
cone can be identified in the initial phase. At the northern vent,
the northwestern rim remains low during the whole eruption.
The southwestern flank is steeper than the northwestern flank,
both during the initial phase and after the eruption. During the
eruption, the vents grow and become closer.

Baugur: The Baugur cone (see Figure 6) is elongated and
has the largest expansion in the north-south direction (N18◦E),
aligned with the eruption fissure. Comparing the pre- and
posteruption satellite data, we observe a consistent orientation
between this eruption cone and previous cones (see Figure 6c

cone 7–12). The Baugur cone is the largest cone during the
initial phase and during the whole eruption period (Pedersen
et al., 2017), and the outflow at Baugur is the main feeder
of the Holuhraun lava field (Figure 6a). Baugur hosts a lava
pond, which can be seen on aerial photos on Sept 1, 3,
and 5 (see Figure S1). Our camera data reveal that several
fountains were active, which affected the cone morphology and
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FIGURE 6 | Morphology of the cones. (a) Right image (named with lowercase 2), based on DEM and hillshade, shows the topography after the eruption, and the left

image (named with lowercase 1), based on WorldView-2, shows the topography before the eruption. The numbers indicate the different craters from previous

eruptions, which were covered completely by the fresh lava. Closeup of the cones SuDri (b) and Baugur (c) using the same data. The final topography of the Baugur

and the SuDri cone generated by the Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm with aerial photos of a field campaign in summer 2015. The profile lines of the cone

morphology during the initial phase (Figure 7) are given in white. (b) The outlines of the craters are given in black. The rim of the older cone 1 (b1) can also be seen

after the eruption (b2). The orientation of cones 3 and 4 (b1), and the SW and NE craters (b2) are given in light gray. The orientation is the azimuth of the connecting

line between the center points of the cone and craters. This orientation is similar for both situations. (c) The Baugur cone (c2) is located at the same place as the

former cones 7–13 (c1). The orientation of these row of cones (c1) is the same as the elongation of the Baugur cone (c2).
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FIGURE 7 | Evolution of the topography at the SuDri (A) and Baugur (B) cone

during the initial phase. The height of the cones is calculated based on the

baseline (see Figure 4B). The days are color coded (green: Aug 31; blue: Sept

1; violet: Sept 2; orange: Sept 4). The location of the profile lines (A-A’ and

B-B’) are shown in Figures 2, 6. The cone rim of the later SuDri crater on Sept

4 is shown in gray within the Baugur profiles (B) for better comparison. The

dashed lines show the crater rim in the front, i.e., the crater rim in the NW.

the height might have been affected by the crater filling lava
pond, which could be observed during the whole initial phase by
flyovers.

On days 1 and 2 of the eruption (Aug 31–Sept 1, 2014), the
cone was growing slowly. From days 2 to 3, we observed large
morphology changes, as represented in Figure 7 (blue and green
lines). During that period, the height grew from 11% (47± 8m)
to 28% (56± 13m) of the final height (78.5± 1.0m, see Table 5
for height values). On day 3, the cone rims in the south and
north grew significantly and changed the shape from more hill-
shaped to an elongated cone shape (Figure 7B). Therefore, the
basal diameter appeared quite stable, whereas the top diameter
changed significantly. Due to the irregular growth of the cone
over the length, the top diameter decreased between days 1 and
2 from 392.9m to 250.8m, respectively. After day 3, the main
features appeared to be established, and the overall shape did not
change much.

The final basal width and top diameter are irregular, as seen
in the large range in the profiles from southwest to northeast
(e.g., see Figure 11 and Table 6), with the northern region being
slightly smaller than the southern region (see Figure 6c). The
height ranges from 51.4 to 105.5m. Most of the variation in the
Baugur height is hence found on the western and eastern flanks.
The slopes in the east and west show large variations between
32◦ and 81◦. The slopes in the north and south are very stable
over the entire eruption. Baugur hosted a lava pond, which was
the main feeder of the advancing lava flow through an outflow in
the northeast (see Figure 6c). The cone is a superelliptic, multiple
coalescent cone.

Baugur has an outflow channel located in the north and
oriented to the northeast. This outflow has a basal diameter of
57.3m, measured at the rim of Baugur, and a top diameter of
34.5m. The height of the rim of the outflow is 63.7± 3.6m above

the surrounding lava fields and is 7m higher in the north than
in the south. Additionally, the slope in the north is 82◦, which is
much steeper than the slope of the outflow in the south, which
is 65◦.

In summary, the Baugur cone was the largest cone since
the start of the eruption. During the eruption, the height of
the cone increased significantly. Consequently, the final Baugur
cone (Aug 2015) was approximate twice the height of the cone
after the initial phase (Sept 4, 2014). The initial and final shapes
of the Baugur cone show that it did not become significantly
elongated. Overall, the spatial dimensions (width and elongation)
and the large outflow could be identified on day 3 of the eruption.
The video cameras viewing angles allowed the outflow channel
morphology to be detected in the initial phase.

4.3. Comparison of the Cone Morphology
at SuDri and Baugur
SuDri and Baugur both show a strong dependency on the
preeruption morphology. Each of the cones hosts few vents. The
orientation of the cones in the preexisting morphology was the
same that in the posteruption cone morphology; the azimuths of
the vents were N18◦E (Baugur) and N57◦E (SuDri).

The cones consisted of two small craters (SuDri) and one large
crater (Baugur). Each crater hosted lava ponds (see Figure 1).
The number of vents, i.e., lava fountains, for each crater changed
with time. At SuDri, the vent number decreased to 2–3 during the
first 4 days of the eruption, while Baugur hosted approximately
5–6 lava fountains on Sept 4.

The geomorphological shape of the cones is rather different.
While at SuDri the vents are nearly circular, Baugur shows an
elongated (superelliptical) vent with a clear orientation toward
N18◦E. Considering the growing vents, the overall shape of
both cones is nearly stable, and many features and geometric
characteristics are either found in the preeruption data (e.g.,
orientation) or formed at the beginning of the eruption (days 2–
3; e.g., outflows and elongated cones/cones with two craters).
At both cones, the growth of the crater rims was not equal,
and the growth was remarkably faster at the some locations.
This phenomenon can occur due to the position of the lava
fountains (e.g., at Baugur) or due to the wind direction. One
feature established during the first days of the eruption was a
lava outflow (see Figure 6 b2,c2). At SuDri, only one of the vents
showed this outflow. Both flows were directed mainly northward
but were released to different sides of the vents with SuDri to the
NNW and Baugur to the NNE. Both show a slope steeper than
60◦ at the end of the initial phase and in the final morphology,
but the slope at Baugur steepens later than that at SuDri.

4.4. Fountaining Behavior—Height
The Holuhraun eruption started as a fissure eruption with
an almost continuous line of 57 lava fountains. Our video
monitoring data reveal that within the first 48 h, the activity was
focused at 4 main locations associated with the development
of the cones. Commonly, the cones host 2–5 vents, which are
partially separated in different craters (e.g., in 2 craters at SuDri).
At each of the craters, we identify the highest and most active
fountains. Over the whole time series, we observed pulses in
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TABLE 3 | Cone morphology of the two cones of SuDri.

Date South-west cone North-east cone Link

te 2r [m] 2t [m] h [m] 2r [m] 2t [m] h [m] te width [m] height [m]

1 Sept 44.43 16.96 13.19 ± 0.90 26.36 ± 0.28 8.68 ± 0.17 14.26 ± 0.06 17.07 ± 0.23 4.70 ± 0.11

2 Sept 38.17 8.58 18.14 ± 0.36 32.72 5.86 16.50 ± 0.11 15.55 4.25 ± 0.99

4 Sept 42.62 9.49 19.49 ± 0.56 35.14 11.51 17.43 ± 0.73 7.07 5.23 ± 0.07

Aug ’15(final) 52.03 ± 7.95 38.04 ± 4.07 33.77 ± 4.72 54.76 ± 8.52 36.43 ± 3.39 37.84 ± 5.13 13.29 44.37 ± 0.27

The cones are described by the basal diameter (2r), top diameter (2t), and height (h).

TABLE 4 | Slope information of the flanks at SuDri.

Date South-west cone North-east cone

6
SW [◦] general [◦] range [◦] 6

SW [◦] general [◦] range [◦]

4 Sept 58.2 ± 40.7–47.3 57.4 ± 51.9–64.7

Aug 2015 (final) 65.6 77.5 ± 4.0 SE: 73.4 79.7 ± 1.2

The slopes are described as the angles with the corresponding standard deviation, general slope, and range of the slopes.

fountaining, and consequently, we observed a strong short-term
variation in the eruption height and width, which is mirrored
in the large standard deviation of the mean height. The time
between the pulses is shorter than the time the erupted material
needs to fall down. Consequently, the lava fountain heights are
always higher than zero.

SuDri:On the first day (Aug 31, 13:00 UTC), the lava fountain
heights observed in the south were low. The mean height of
these low fountains is 7.3± 2.7m with a maximum height of
17.5± 0.3m at the NE crater (see Figure 8C) and slightly higher
at the SW crater with mean fountain heights of 10.7± 3.6m and
a maximum height of 23.3± 0.3m (see Figure 8B). On day 2
(Sept 1), we observed a significant increase in the lava fountain
heights reaching amean height of 27.3± 13.7mwith amaximum
height of 63.8± 0.5m at the NE crater and a mean height of
29.3± 13.4m with a maximum height of 67.5± 0.5m at the SW
crater. On day 3 (Sept 2), the lava fountain heights reached
similar mean heights as the day before, and the activity was
reduced to 4 fountains, with a mean height of 28.7± 7.1m and
a max height of 63.8± 0.6m at the NE crater and a maximum
height of 69.8± 0.6m and a mean height of 31.5± 12.8m at
the SW crater (see Figure 8). The variation in the lava fountain
heights at the NE crater is much smaller than that on Sept 1
and that at the SW crater, resulting in a more stable height.
Two of four fountains at the SuDri cone are located at the
multiple superimposed cone of SuDri, one fountain in each
crater, and two fountains are between the SuDri cone and
Baugur cone, close to the SuDri cone. The fountains in the
SW crater are slightly larger than the fountains in the NE
crater.

Baugur: The lava fountains at the location the Baugur cone
forms during the next several days are the largest fountains in
terms of height. On the first day (Aug 31), we observed fountains
with heights up to 71.5± 0.4m, with a mean height of 46.5m and
a standard deviation of 6.6m (see Figure 8A). These fountains
were the highest in the line of fire on day 1 of the eruption.

After focused venting began with fewer vents (day 2), the mean
height of the main fountains further increased to 64.1± 12.4m
with occasional fountain pulses reaching a maximum height of
91.5± 0.3m. On day 2, we observed 5 fountains, two in the
northern part of Baugur, one in the southernmost part and
two in the middle to southern part of the cone. The 2 in the
middle appear dominant, much higher than the other three and
increasing in intensity with time. The location of the highest
fountains is between the middle and the southern parts of the
Baugur cone. The fountain in the southernmost part appears
separated from the others by up to 30m and shows the smallest
height, between 41 and 58% of the max fountain height. The two
in the north are between 54 and 75% of the main fountains and
1.2 to 1.8 times higher than the southern fountains. The fountains
in the middle are close together with a distance between them
of 1.9± 0.9m. On day 3 (Sept 2), the mean height has further
increased to 92.2± 6.9m with a pulsating maximum height of
105.7± 0.5m. During day 4, the heights and fountain locations
were nearly stable, with a mean height of 96.9± 13.3m and a
maximum height of 109.2± 0.2m. On day 5 (Sept 4), the activity
increased again to 126.4± 4.2m and the highest fountain reached
133.0± 0.7m. A slight decrease in heights was observed in the
evening.

4.5. Height-to-Width Ratio
The height-to-width ratio is the maximum height of the lava
fountain divided by its width at the same time. This height-
to-width ratio clusters into two discrete groups—one for the
fountains at SuDri (see triangles in Figure 9A) and the other for
those at Baugur (see squares in Figure 9A). We find that the ratio
is nonlinear; the height-to-width ratio of the fountains on the
first day of the eruption is higher than that of the fountains at
the end of the initial 4 days. In other words, the fountains first
grow in height and then in width. Moreover, the ratio for each
group becomes more stable with time, resulting in less scattering
on the last day. We observe that the fountains at Baugur with
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TABLE 5 | Cone morphology evolution of Baugur.

Date Basal diameter [m] Top diameter [m] Height [m] Slope [◦]

31 Aug 456.24 392.92 8.92 ± 2.40 30 ± 17

1 Sept 465.80 250.82 21.74 ± 3.35 47 ± 18

2 Sept 467.10 332.80 25.36 ± 2.50 56 ± 13

4 Sept 467.94 377.29 33.36 ± 2.34 68 ± 17

Aug 2015 (final) 471.11 442.36 78.53 ± 1.00 69 ± 16

The basal diameter (2r), top diameter (2t), height (h), and slope in an orientation along the major axis (N-S) and the minor axis (E-W) of the elongated cone.

TABLE 6 | Final cone morphology of Baugur based on the drone surveys on Aug 14/15, 2015.

Orien- Basal diameter Top diameter Height

Tation te mean [m] range [m] te mean [m] range [m] te mean [m] range [m]

E-W 195.30 ± 44.19 145.24 - 235.37 132.19 ± 29.27 75.55 - 185.67 65.02 ± 18.92 51.42 - 105.49

N-S 471.11 442.36 78.53 ± 1.0

The basal diameter (2r), top diameter (2t), and height (h) in an orientation along the major axis (N-S) and the minor axis (E-W) of the elongated cone.

FIGURE 8 | Fountain heights for Baugur (upper row) and SuDri (lower rows). Due to the pulsating behavior of the lava fountains the fountain height fluctuates. The

height is calculated as the difference between the highest fountain particles and the baseline b (see Figure 4A). Baugur and SuDri show an increase in the fountain

height during the first 3 days of the eruption. On day 4, the mean height decreases. The lava fountain height at Baugur (A) shows the highest fountains with heights up

to 130m, while the fountains at SuDri reach heights up to 70m (B, red line), with slightly lower heights at the northeast crater (C, black line).

the same width at those at SuDri are much greater than those at
SuDri. The width of SuDri is clearly limited to the width of the
craters (i.e., the inner radius of the cones), which are 24m for the
northeast vent and 32m for the southwest vent. Themean height-
to-width ratio (see Figure 9B) decreases at SuDri from 4.0± 0.8
(Aug 31) to 2.7± 0.5 (Sept 4), while at Baugur, we observe a
decrease from 8.6± 1.8 (Sept 1) to 5.0± 0.9 (Sept 4), showing
that at Baugur, the height-to-width ratio is 2.0± 0.2 times larger
than the ratio at SuDri. The decrease in the ratio suggests that the
relative increase in height is slower than the relative increase in
width.

4.6. Comparison of the Fountain Dynamics
Between Both Cones
Both cones show an increase in the height of the fountains
during the initial phase (see Figure 8) and a decrease in the
number of fountains (see Figure 5A). The variations at SuDri are
smaller than those at Baugur, resulting in an unequal short-term
fluctuation. The fountain heights for the two craters at SuDri are
similar to each other; however, the lava fountains at the SW crater
are slightly higher. The lava fountains within the Baugur cone
are much higher than those within the SuDri cone. Furthermore,
the increase in the lava fountain height is stronger at Baugur. A
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FIGURE 9 | Height-to-width ratio of the lava fountains at SuDri and Baugur. (A) The fountain height is the maximum height of the analyzed lava fountain pulse, and the

width is the largest vertical extension at that time (see Figure 4). Each crater shows a specific cluster (Baugur as squares, SuDri as triangles and the time color coded).

Both locations display an increase in height and width with time. (B) The height divided by the width of the lava fountain for every day is plotted. Both cones (as in A:

SuDri as triangles, Baugur as squares and the time color coded) show a decrease in the ratio over time. Furthermore, the ratio at Baugur is approximately twice the

ratio at SuDri.

similar behavior is seen in the comparison of the ratio between
the height and width. We observe that the ratio at Baugur is twice
the ratio at SuDri. In addition, both cones show a similar behavior
as the ratio decreases with time.

4.7. Comparison of the Morphology and
the Fountain Dynamics
The lava fountain activity first occurred along a continuous
fissure and then concentrated at distinct locations. We observed
that the cones developed at locations where preexisting cones
were located in the topography. As the fountains developed,
their height increased and the number of fountains decreased.
These fountains controlled the shape of the developing cones.
We observed that lava ponds developed at the dominant
fountain locations at both Baugur and SuDri. Moreover, we
observed the largest changes in the spatter cone height and

cone diameter in those areas for the most active and highest
lava fountains. Additionally, near the outflow locations, the
cone morphology appeared smoother (seen at Baugur and
the NW vent of SuDri). At SuDri, we found that the SW
vent grew faster than the other vents, where we observed
slightly higher fountains during the whole eruption. At Baugur,
several fountains formed in an elongated cone, while at SuDri,
two fountains were hosted in two separated circular cones,
which were connected. Therefore, at Baugur, we observed an
interaction among the fountains, while at SuDri, the fountains
were clearly separate. We conjecture that the differences
in the fountaining behavior are induced by the different
morphologies of the cones. However, the cones and craters
allowed the generation of lava ponds, which in turn may
have controlled the fountains as discussed in the following
section.
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FIGURE 10 | Model of fountain heights. (A) Sketch of the model with fountain height H, pond depth dp, dike radius rd , and the velocity within the underlying feeder

dike v. (B) The height changes depending on the pond depth dp are included as a model parameter. The different black lines are related to different initial lava fountain

heights. The observed heights of the lava fountains at Baugur are shown in green and at SuDri in blue. The observed heights used are from Sept 2 and 4, when the

channeling of the magma is already established. (c) Resulting pond depth based on an initial radius of the vertical dike for SuDri (blue) and Baugur (green). The gray

area highlights the range of opening of the underlying feeder dike and, therefore, assumed conduit diameters. The light blue and light green areas are the

corresponding pond depth areas for Baugur and SuDri, respectively.

5. DISCUSSION

The 2014–2015 Holuhraun eruption in Iceland offered the
unique opportunity to closely observe lava fountaining and
measure topography at high resolution, allowing the study of
the number and height of lava fountains and the changing
morphology of associated spatter cones. Lava fountain eruptions
show a characteristic evolution in their height and width at
different cones during the first days of the eruption. Based
on the ratio between width and height, we can distinguish
between the different cones. Additionally, the cone morphologies
evolved over the first 5 days, reaching a geometry that is
similar to the final (posteruption) morphology, implying that
the morphologic expression and focusing of fountains was
established at the early stage of the eruption. We identified
a large lava pond at the Baugur cone and smaller, separated
vents at SuDri, including smaller lava ponds. Moreover,
we observed the highest fountains at Baugur and smaller
fountains at SuDri. Before discussing the possible interrelation
between cone morphology, fountain height, and lava ponds,
we will discuss the limitations of our data and analysis
methods.

5.1. Limitation
The satellite data (WorldView-2) have a rather coarse resolution
of ~ 0.5m at best. The drone-based data, in turn, provide fine
resolution at a 0.05m scale but have the limitation that only
dedicated areas could be mapped, such as the area of the spatter
cone of Baugur. We selected key areas close to the two eruption
sites: over these areas, we performed systematic surveys by drones
and acquired video data. Therefore, while our database is robust
for these key areas, other segments of the eruption site were
not imaged by UAV. We could partially solve this problem by
combining the UAV -based results with a TLS campaign. The TLS
instrument had a scan range of up to 6 km, allowing even distant
objects to be measured with high precision, although the point
coverage decreases with distance. Consequently, we obtained a
very good resolution for our two main cones.

In general, optical and infrared cameras transported on
aircraft or on UAVs allow the detection of small-scale changes in
topography and thermal anomalies (Tiede et al., 2005; Nakano
et al., 2014). The analysis of volcanic areas based on cost-
effective UAV data acquisition techniques is gaining importance
(Amici et al., 2013b; Nakano et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, some practical and technical problems may occur
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FIGURE 11 | Features inside the different cones. (a) Lava outflow at SuDri and the lava pond inside (a1). The photo is taken by Tobias Dürig. Within the final cone

morphology the outflow illustrated and the viewing direction of the camera in a2 is shown. (b) Thinning areas within the Baugur cone in the final cone morphology (Aug

2015). The crater rim is highlighted in white and shows variations in the width (in the WNW-ESE direction). (c) Steps (dashed white lines) that form terraces within the

final cone morphology of Baugur. The terraces are best seen on the inner slopes in the ESE direction.

mainly due to complex terrain, wind (which may cause drone
crashes), and changes in sun position (thatmay reduce the quality
of the images). As the development of drones is quite rapid, newer
UAVs that allow longer flight times and distances can possibly
lead to improved data coverage for future campaigns. As the
achievable quality of the DEMs depends critically on the quality
of the photographs, systematic issues, such as oblique angles
to the ground or coarse resolution, are directly transformed
into geometric errors. As the SfM point could tend to bend at
the edges, our data between the Sudri crater and the Baugur
crater are quite limited. To minimize the effect of the bending
and minimize camera internal errors (e.g., due to the use of
uncalibrated cameras, James and Robson, 2014), we checked and
corrected our UAV dataset using a TLS dataset. Nevertheless,
for the crater, the accuracy is usually on the order of a few
centimeters. Flight heights of 100–150m limit the resolution and

therefore, the accuracy of the 3D model reconstruction. This
limitation has to be taken into account at very steep flanks.

Video monitoring data are simple to acquire during fissure
eruptions and provide a unique data source, as demonstrated
in this work. However, only very few videos exist for eruption
fountains where the camera position was held constant for
minutes or even hours. In most cases, handheld cameras or only
a few tens of seconds of recordings are available (Spampinato
et al., 2008; Witt and Walter, 2017). However, video monitoring
contains various sources of systematic and nonsystematic errors.
Potential error sources may arise from geometric effects (survey
design and optics), temporal and spatial resolutions, random
factors (such as atmospheric conditions, e.g., steam, ash or cloud
cover), and operator errors occurring during recording (e.g.,
shaking or camera position) and/or during image analysis (Major
et al., 2009; Diefenbach et al., 2013). One of the main sources
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of errors during data collection is the camera itself because of
distortions in the images, which are also difficult to quantify
(Formenti et al., 2003). The distortion is largest at the edges of
the FOV; therefore, we concentrate the study on the fountains at
the middle of the images. Here, the cameras were situated a few
kilometers from the cones, which is why the resulting distortions
of the important areas are assumed to be small. Areas that were
too far for video recording were not investigated further, such as
the northern part of the fissure. Therefore, the 57 identified vents
may be an underestimate of the total number of vents.

The videos were not recorded continuously and at all cones
simultaneously, and the timing and geometry of acquisition
were not optimal. The videos are up to 2 h long; thus, we
can resolve only short temporal disparities and not the whole
eruption development. Although we observe very stable results
during the 5-day eruption episode, we cannot determine whether
the variations described by our data remain stable, show daily
variations or other interdependencies. The camera positions had
to be changed repeatedly due to the lava field advancing toward us
and due to the changing wind conditions exposing us to haze. As
a result, the distance to the vents increased during the different
recording days (see Figure 2). The most problematic aspect of
changing recording position is the change in the FOV and
viewing angle, which had to be recalculated for the comparison
of the morphology analysis.

Due to windy weather conditions, the cameras were subject
to small amounts ofshaking, even though we used robust and
heavy tripods. Furthermore, high winds transported ash through
the air. As a result, videos appear blurred and small fragmented
particles are more difficult to detect on these days (Sept 1 and
Sept 2 at the end of the recording). Additionally, due to hot
air, the same blurring effect can occur (Aug 31 at the northern
part). Consequently, the pulses of one vent may interfere with
the pulses of adjacent vents, especially at Baugur, and the results
of individual vents can be biased by spatters from adjacent
vents. These interfering activities complicate the calculation of
fountain widths, especially at Baugur. Here, we had to manually
distinguish between the different fountains. At SuDri, the effect
was negligible due to the separated vents.

Subpixel variability, related to changes in the surface
characteristics (e.g., color or shape) and to rotational movements
of the irregular spatters, can affect the results of our imaging
technique (Walter et al., 2013). With decreasing particle
brightness (due to cooling of the lava), the pixels can be
categorized as background and not as particles. Consequently,
the size and height might be underestimated. To evaluate the
impact of this underestimation, we performed a periodical
manual check of the height, showing that this effect was less than
the 2% of the height.

5.2. Model of Lava Fountains
To discuss the observed variations in the height of lava fountains
and the associated morphologic development of spatter cones
and lava pools, we formulate a simple conceptual and physical
model. The height of the lava fountains is a function of several
factors (Parfitt et al., 1995): the content of exsolved gas within
magma, the eruptive volume flux, the amount of re-entrainment

of degassed lava, the magma rise speed, and the degree to which
bubble coalescence effectively depletes gas from the magma. We
calculated the lava fountain heights, which combines the results
from 3 model parts: the first is based on a Poiseuille flow within
the underlying dike, the second is based on magma and bubble
ascent in the feeding conduit (Gonnermann and Manga, 2013)
and the third part is a lava fountain model influenced by conduit
diameter and lava pond depth (e.g., Wilson et al., 1980, 1995).
The lava fountains of the 2014–2015 Holuhraun fissure eruption
are thought to be fed by vertical conduits with a length of ~ 300m
(Eibl et al., 2017), rooting at the dike beneath (Sigmundsson et al.,
2015; Ruch et al., 2016). As we calculate the lava fountains after
the channeling of the magma is established and after the seismic
tremor is seen at that depth, this is a acceptable assumption.
We use the Holuhraun eruption and dike parameters given in
previous studies (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Material),
and the lateral magma flow velocity in a dike of length L is

calculated by vz = 1P·R2

4·η·L , with an excess pressure driving the
magma 1P of approximately 1.6MPa, a dynamic viscosity η of
100 Pa s and an average dike radius R of 7.5± 0.3m (Ágústsdóttir
et al., 2016). Magma propagation velocities of 2.3m/s within
the dike have been estimated based on an initial flow rate of
400m3/s, which is in agreement with observed propagation rates
(Ágústsdóttir et al., 2016). The above formulation suggests a
flow velocity vz of 2.58± 0.14m/s within the lateral dike. This
formulation is in good agreement with our calculation, although
we expect a high Reynolds number (~ 310± 100), indicating the
absence of pure laminar flow. Assuming laminar flow within
the horizontal dike, a velocity vz of 2.58± 0.14m/s, a depth of
vertical feeder conduits of 300m (Eibl et al., 2017) and a water
vapor content of 0.5 wt% (Gíslason et al., 2015), we calculate the
height of the expected fountains exceeding 300m even for narrow
vertical conduits (see Equation 4). The depth of the vertical feeder
conduits is based on the analysis of the graben structure at the
surface. The resulting lava fountain heights are much larger than
the observed 133.0± 0.7m height at the Baugur crater during the
day 5 observations, although we note that the height might have
increased later.

A slight decrease in the depth of the feeder conduit h (cf.
Figure 10A and Table S1 in Supplementary Material) would
decrease the initial lava fountain height Hinitial (see Equation 4).
An error of a few meters of h would affect the height change
by less than 2%. Therefore such an error could not explain the
observed heights. The propagation velocity within the feeder dike
with the given errors (vz = 2.58± 0.14 m/s), leads to a variation
in the lava fountain heights of a few meters only. Compared to
the absolute heights of hundreds of meters, this effect is minor. In
comparison, a larger influence on the lava fountain height results
from the variation in conduit radius r, which we investigated by
varying this parameter. However, the range of radii investigated
(2–3m for both, Sudri and Baugur) produce lava fountain heights
that are higher than the observed heights, implying that the radii
are even smaller, or that another factor might reduce the eruption
height. Altogether, for a constantmagma pressure, the two factors
that have largest influence on the fountain heights are (i) the
conduit radius r, and (ii) the depth of the lava pond hpond that
is effectively reducing H as demonstrated in the following.
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The development of lava ponds might strongly affect the
height of fountains. As we showed earlier, the cones were growing
as lava ponds were filling within their craters. Based on Wilson
et al. (1980) and Wilson et al. (1995), we modified the fountain
height formulas to account for a magma pond on top of the
dike (see Figure 10A). Consequently, the lava fountain height
decreased. The initial height of the lava fountain, Hinitial (i.e., the
height in a pond-free condition), is related to the radius of the
feeding conduit r, the driving pressure ∂p/∂z and the viscosity
of the magma η, where g is the acceleration of gravity and is
calculated with the values given in the Supplementary Material

by

Hinitial =
1

2g
· (

√

∂p

∂z
·
r2

4η
+ vz)

2 (4)

Comparing the model results with the actual height observation
video data, we can infer the depth of the pond and the width of
the conduit. As a first step, for a given conduit radius, we calculate
the resulting magma ascent velocity in the conduit. Based on that
velocity, we calculate the fountain height and the corresponding
lava pond depth. The dike opening is well constrained by GPS
and InSAR data and is between 4.5m and 6m (Sigmundsson
et al., 2015; Ruch et al., 2016). However, the vertical connection
to the vents is more difficult to constrain. The radius of the
conduit in our model is between 2 and 3m, which results in a
mean radius of 2.5± 0.4m for these conduits. The initial lava
fountain height Hinitial is calculated based on the velocity within
the conduit. For the different pond depths, we iteratively calculate
the resulting velocity at the surface due to re-entrainment (see
formulas in the Supplementary Material). The deeper the pond
is, the larger the entrainment is, and therefore, the lower the lava
fountain is. By each iteration, the entrainment based on the pond
depth and velocity is calculated. As the entrainment reduces the
velocity, these steps have to be calculated several times until the
entrainment and resulting velocity are stable. The formulas and
parameters for the entrainment and height calculation can be
seen in the Supplementary Material (equations and table with
themodel parameters) and in further detail inWilson et al. (1980)
and Wilson et al. (1995).

With the radii range for the cones, we obtain lava pond
depths between 22.9 and 33.5m at SuDri, and the pond depth at
Baugur ranges between 13.6 and 24.2m (see Figure 10B,C). This
result means that the ponds at the SuDri vents are approximately
1.6 times deeper than the pond at Baugur. The conduit radius
correlates quadratically with the initial lava fountain height
Hinitial (see Equation 4). Therefore, for the same height, the
higher the exit velocity is, the larger the pond depth dp. If we
set the feeding conduit radius for the different cones separately,
we obtain pond depths ranging between 22.1 and 25.2m at SuDri
and between 16.9 and 24.2m at Baugur, resulting in similar
pond depths for both cones of 23.2± 1.0m and 21.1± 2.9m,
respectively. Therefore, the feeding conduit radii range between
1.9 and 2.25m at SuDri and between 2.3 and 3.1m at Baugur. A
larger conduit will furthermore result in a larger discharge rate
at Baugur than at SuDri, which we can observe at the eruption
site. The discharge rate can be estimated from the lava field

fed by these conduits. Previous papers (Dirscherl, 2016; Müller
et al., 2017; Pedersen et al., 2017) show that Baugur is the main
feeder of the eruption. Therefore our result fits well with their
results.

5.3. Implications of the Study
Our observations show an increasing fountain height, growing
cinder cones, and lava pond formation, while the number of
eruption vents decreases. Similar behavior can also be observed
elsewhere. At Kilauea, the eruption in 1969 (Parcheta et al., 2015)
and the most recent eruption in 2018 (USGS, 2018) show the
focusing of activity at few vents. This focusing occurs at the
beginning of the eruption. This implies that the channeling of the
magma emerges over time by solidification of less active parts of
the fissure (Bruce and Huppert, 1990). It should be noted that the
eruption activity ends first in the north, where the tip of the dike
is located. From this, it can be deduced that the heat transport
at the tip of the dikes decreases. Such a lower heat transport
would lead to a higher cooling by the surrounding bedrock and
thus support the formation of channels. This explains why the
focusing and the stop of activity is seen first in the northern part.
At the Kilauea eruption in 2018, the largest lava flow is fed by an
outflow at the cone, where the initial fissure occurred, although
a further propagation of the feeder dike can be observed. Due to
this propagation new cones were formed. The activity at these
newer cones stopped before the activity at the initial cone had
decreased. This result shows the importance of studying the
eruption behavior at the beginning of the eruption. The analysis
of eruption behavior based on changes in lava fountain height
and cone morphology (e.g., cone orientation and extension
or outflow) can also be applied to eruptions at central vents,
while the analysis of lava fountain activity focusing and channel
formation is limited to fissure eruptions.

Based on our model calculations, a clear dependency exists
between the fountain height and the initial exit velocity, the
lava pond depth, and magma flux. Consequently, the differences
between the observed craters Baugur and SuDri (i.e., higher
fountains at Baugur) can either be explained by a higher initial
velocity due to a wider conduit or by a lower pond depth. Based
on inspection of the final geometry and the observation of a
higher discharge rate at Baugur, we conjecture that at Baugur
the lava fountains were higher due to a locally larger diameter
of the conduit. As reported in Eibl et al. (2017), the magma
supply at Baugur occurs through different fingers of the dike.
Variations in explosion behavior due to the complexity of the
upper conduit system could also be observed at other volcanoes,
e.g., Volcán de Colima. Therefore, the modeling of lava fountains
at different times could give us information about changes in the
complex conduit system or the lava pond depth within cones at
fissure eruptions or central vents. We suggest that differences
in the maximum height at the different lava fountains within
the Baugur pond may occur due to different radii of these
fingers.

A comparison with the final morphology of Baugur
taken from the aerial photographs reveals morphologic steps
resembling terraces (see Figure 11c, steps in dashed white). These
terraces are seen at different locations and elevations, suggesting
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that the lava pond depth varied between 13.67 and 35.53m
(24.29± 6.96 m). Therefore, the results from the modeling of
21.1± 2.9m are within a reliable range of values. The final
morphology of SuDri does not show similar terraces. Therefore,
direct validation of the pond depth computed for SuDri is not
possible.

During the first two days of the eruption, we observed
lava fountain heights smaller than those after focused venting
at several vents. This result can be explained by our model,
assuming deeper lava ponds or a thinner feeder conduit.
However, a deeper lava pond does not seem reasonable, due
to the morphology of the cones. The height of the lava pond
is limited by the height of the vents. As we identify the
outflow channels at the SW vent, the maximum depth is
approximately 30m and at the NE vent, the maximum height
is approximately 32m. Based on the model, we would expect
a conduit radius of greater than 2.9m. As a consequence,
the limitation of the pond depth results in a radius that
is smaller than the radius at Baugur. Therefore, the lower
heights of SuDri cannot be caused by only a greater pond
depth and might be mainly caused by a thinner feeder
conduit.

An initial widening of the feeder conduit at the beginning
of a fissure eruption at stable vents has been proposed earlier
by Bruce and Huppert (1990). Furthermore, Eibl et al. (2017)
shows that the long-period (LP) tremor activity is focused during
the early eruption days, and the tremor at Baugur increased on
Sept 2 when we observed a significant change in the height data.
This result can be due to changes beneath the surface, such as
dike widening, conduit formation, or pressure changes. All these
factors would result in a higher initial lava fountain height.

The main differences between the Baugur and the SuDri group
can be explained by the feeder conduit diameter and pond depth.
As we assume that both cones are fed by the same lateral dike, the
overall characteristics should be determined by the same source.
As the overall behavior of the fountains is similar (increase in
the fountain heights) at all cones, we suggest here a mechanism
that is routed deeper than the feeder conduit or the pond depth.
A possible explanation may be a slowly increasing magma flux,
due to stabilizing flow within the lateral dike or a small pressure
increase within the lateral dike. Furthermore, a widening of the
dike would increase the maximum flux velocity within the dike
(vz) and therefore the fountain heights.

The possible applications of this study can be divided into
technical and scientific findings. The technical developments
presented by us to study the lava fountain height andmorphology
of the cones can be similarly applied to other fissure eruptions
and volcanoes with lava fountains, such as at Mount Etna. The
scientific findings, i.e., the observation and analysis of a decrease
of the number of vents, the focusing of the eruption activity and
the formation of cones at these vents might be similarly found
at other fissure eruptions, such as Mount Ulu (1969) or Kilauea
(2018).

6. CONCLUSION

At the 2014–2015 Holuhraun fissure eruption site we carried
out video monitoring of the lava fountains and recorded the

evolving morphology of the scoria cones. We identified a
decrease in the number of active vents producing lava fountains
from 57 to 10 during the first 5 days of the eruption. The
decrease occurs due to the establishment of magma channels
from the dike to the surface. The channels are generated
by solidification of the parts of the fissure that show lower
activity and therefore have a lower heat transport. After 2
days the fountain activity became mainly focused at 10 vents
located within 4 distinct craters (NorDri, Baugur and two at
SuDri). The morphology of the cones was defined by preexisting
topography characterized by cones and lava flows of the
1797/1798 eruption. Posteruption drone data showed that SuDri
cone hosted two circular and separated craters, whereas the
large and elongated Baugur cone hosted up to 5 fountains
within one crater with a major lava pond that was changing
in elevation with time. We can conjecture that the initial
fountaining and the preexisting morphologic setting had a large
influence on the final morphology of the eruption site, as the
cones reactivated at the same locations as the previous eruption
in 1797/1798.

Similar overall characteristics, such as an increase the height
with time and pulsating behavior, were found at both cones,
SuDri and Baugur, and the fountain pulses were not synchronized
and displayed a small time shift. For each cone, we found
a characteristic ratio between height and width. The ratio
between height and width was nonlinear and was nearly double
at Baugur compared to SuDri. During the first days of the
eruption, the ratio decreased from 8.6 to 5.0 at Baugur, and
from 4.0 to 2.7 at SuDri, indicating a faster increase in width
than in height. We observed the greatest morphological changes
within the cones at those sites where we observed the largest
fountains. A single fountain occurred at circular vents that
were classified as multiple superposed cones, whereas vents with
multiple fountains were elongated and were classified as multiple
coalescent cones.

From the modeling of the fountain heights, we estimated
pond depths of 26.4± 1.5m at SuDri and 23.7± 4.8m at Baugur.
These pond depths are consistent with the morphological steps
seen within the Baugur cone and fit with the overall cone
morphology. The resulting feeder conduit diameter was between
3.8 and 4.5m and between 4.4 and 6.2m for SuDri and Baugur,
respectively. Long-term eruption behavior was controlled mainly
by deeper eruption parameters, such as pressure changes
in the dike, whereas smaller, local changes, as well as the
maximum height of lava fountains, were mainly controlled
by the feeder conduit diameter and the depth of the lava
pond.
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